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Name Job Sex Age Disease

Mike Engineer Male 35 HepaYYs

Bob Engineer Male 38 HepaYYs

Doug Lawyer Male 30 HIV

Mary Writer Female 30 Flu

Alice Writer Female 30 HIV

Cathy Dancer Female 30 HIV

Kate Dancer Female 30 HIV



Job Sex Age Disease

Engineer Male 35 HepaYYs

Engineer Male 38 HepaYYs

Lawyer Male 30 HIV

Writer Female 30 Flu

Writer Female 30 HIV

Dancer Female 30 HIV

Dancer Female 30 HIV



PID Job Sex Age Disease

01 Engineer Male 35 HepaYYs

02 Engineer Male 38 HepaYYs

03 Lawyer Male 30 HIV

04 Writer Female 30 Flu

05 Writer Female 30 HIV

06 Dancer Female 30 HIV

07 Dancer Female 30 HIV



	

Job Sex Age Disease

Engineer Male 35 HepaYYs

Engineer Male 38 HepaYYs

Lawyer Male 30 HIV

Writer Female 30 Flu

Writer Female 30 HIV

Dancer Female 30 HIV

Dancer Female 30 HIV

Name Job Sex Age

Alice Writer Female 30

Bob Engineer Male 35

Cathy Writer Female 30

Doug Lawyer Male 30

Emily Dancer Female 30

Fred Engineer Male 38

Gladys Dancer Female 30

Henry Lawyer Male 39

Irene Dancer Female 32
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Job Sex Age Disease

Professional Male [35	–	40) HepaYYs

Professional Male [35	–	40) HepaYYs

Professional Male [35	–	40) HIV

ArYst Female [30-35) Flu

ArYst Female [30-35) HIV

ArYst Female [30-35) HIV

ArYst Female [30-35) HIV

Job	
Any	
	

Professional															ArYst	
	

Engineer			Lawyer				Dancer			Writer

Sex	
Any	
	

Male					Female

Age	
[30-40)	

	
[30-35)															[35-40)	

	
[30-33)		[33-35)	

	
	

Equivalence	
class	



1)	

Job Sex Age Income Disease

Professional Male [35	–	40) 400K Flu

Professional Male [35	–	40) 550K HepaYYs

Professional Male [35	–	40) 480K HIV

− 	



2)	

Job Sex Age Income Disease

Professional Male [35	–	40) [400-450K] Flu

Professional Male [35	–	40) [400-450K] HepaYYs

Professional Male [35	–	40) [400-450K] HIV
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Homogeneity
	

[Machanavajjhala2007]

Job Sex Age Disease

Professional Male [35	–	40) HIV

Professional Male [35	–	40) HIV

Professional Male [35	–	40) HIV

HIV]

3-

- 12,000 	
81



l-
•  q* S

l l- 	
•  T l-

T l- 	
Non-Sensitive Sensitive

Zip Code Age Nationality Condition
1 1305* ≤ 40 ∗ Heart Disease
4 1305* ≤ 40 ∗ Viral Infection
9 1305* ≤ 40 ∗ Cancer
10 1305* ≤ 40 ∗ Cancer
5 1485* > 40 ∗ Cancer
6 1485* > 40 ∗ Heart Disease
7 1485* > 40 ∗ Viral Infection
8 1485* > 40 ∗ Viral Infection
2 1306* ≤ 40 ∗ Heart Disease
3 1306* ≤ 40 ∗ Viral Infection
11 1306* ≤ 40 ∗ Cancer
12 1306* ≤ 40 ∗ Cancer

Figure 3. 3-Diverse Inpatient Microdata

to eliminate ℓ − 1 possible sensitive values and infer a pos-
itive disclosure! Thus, by setting the parameter ℓ, the data
publisher can determine how much protection is provided
against background knowledge — even if this background
knowledge is unknown to the publisher.
Putting these two arguments together, we arrive at the

following principle.

Principle 2 (ℓ-Diversity Principle) A q⋆-block is ℓ-diverse
if contains at least ℓ “well-represented” values for the sen-
sitive attribute S. A table is ℓ-diverse if every q⋆-block is
ℓ-diverse.

Returning to our example, consider the inpatient records
shown in Figure 1. We present a 3-diverse version of the ta-
ble in Figure 3. Comparing it with the 4-anonymous table in
Figure 2 we see that the attacks against the 4-anonymous ta-
ble are prevented by the 3-diverse table. For example, Alice
cannot infer from the 3-diverse table that Bob (a 31 year old
American from zip code 13053) has cancer. Even though
Umeko (a 21 year old Japanese from zip code 13068) is ex-
tremely unlikely to have heart disease, Alice is still unsure
whether Umeko has a viral infection or cancer.
The ℓ-diversity principle advocates ensuring ℓ “well rep-

resented” values for the sensitive attribute in every q⋆-block,
but does not clearly state what “well represented” means.
Note that we called it a “principle” instead of a theorem
— we will use it to give two concrete instantiations of the
ℓ-diversity principle and discuss their relative trade-offs.

4.2. ℓ-Diversity: Instantiations

Our first instantiation of the ℓ-diversity principle uses the
information-theoretic notion of entropy:

Definition 4.1 (Entropy ℓ-Diversity) A table is Entropy ℓ-

Diverse if for every q⋆-block

−
!

s∈S

p(q⋆,s) log(p(q⋆,s′)) ≥ log(ℓ)

where p(q⋆,s) =
n(q⋆,s)

P

s′∈S

n(q⋆,s′)
is the fraction of tuples in the

q⋆-block with sensitive attribute value equal to s.

As a consequence of this condition, every q⋆-block has at
least ℓ distinct values for the sensitive attribute. Using this
definition, Figure 3 is actually 2.8-diverse.
Since −x log(x) is a concave function, it can be shown

that if we split a q⋆-block into two sub-blocks q⋆
a and q⋆

b

then entropy(q⋆) ≥ min(entropy(q⋆
a), entropy(q⋆

b )). This
implies that in order for entropy ℓ-diversity to be possible,
the entropy of the entire table must be at least log(ℓ). This
might not be the case, especially if one value of the sensi-
tive attribute is very common – for example, if 90% of the
patients have “heart problems” as the value for the “Medical
Condition” attribute.
Thus entropy ℓ-diversity may sometimes be too restric-

tive. If some positive disclosures are acceptable (for exam-
ple, a clinic is allowed to disclose that a patient has a “heart
problem” because it is well known that most patients who
visit the clinic have heart problems) then we can do bet-
ter. This reasoning allows us to develop a less conservative
instantiation of the ℓ-diversity principle called recursive ℓ-
diversity.
Let s1, . . . , sm be the possible values of the sensitive at-

tribute S in a q⋆-block. Assume that we sort the counts
n(q⋆,s1), . . . , n(q⋆,sm) in descending order and name the el-
ements of the resulting sequence r1, . . . , rm. One way to
think about ℓ-diversity is the following: the adversary needs
to eliminate at least ℓ − 1 possible values of S in order to
infer a positive disclosure. This means that, for example, in
a 2-diverse table, none of the sensitive values should appear
too frequently. We say that a q⋆-block is (c, 2)-diverse if
r1 < c(r2 + · · · + rm) for some user-specified constant c.
For ℓ > 2, we say that a q⋆-block satisfies recursive (c, ℓ)-
diversity if we can eliminate one possible sensitive value in
the q⋆-block and still have a (c, ℓ−1)-diverse block. This
recursive definition can be succinctly stated as follows:

Definition 4.2 (Recursive (c, ℓ)-Diversity) In a given q⋆-
block, let ri denote the number of times the ith most fre-
quent sensitive value appears in that q⋆-block. Given a
constant c, the q⋆-block satisfies recursive (c, ℓ)-diversity
if r1 < c(rℓ + rℓ+1 + · · · + rm). A table T ⋆ satisfies re-
cursive (c, ℓ)-diversity if every q⋆-block satisfies recursive
ℓ-diversity. We say that 1-diversity is always satisfied.

Now suppose that Y is the set of sensitive values for
which positive disclosure is allowed (for example, because
they are extremely frequent, or because they may not be an
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ZIP Code Age Salary Disease
1 47677 29 3K gastric ulcer
2 47602 22 4K gastritis
3 47678 27 5K stomach cancer
4 47905 43 6K gastritis
5 47909 52 11K flu
6 47906 47 8K bronchitis
7 47605 30 7K bronchitis
8 47673 36 9K pneumonia
9 47607 32 10K stomach cancer

Table 3. Original Salary/Disease Table

ZIP Code Age Salary Disease
1 476** 2* 3K gastric ulcer
2 476** 2* 4K gastritis
3 476** 2* 5K stomach cancer

4 4790* ≥ 40 6K gastritis
5 4790* ≥ 40 11K flu
6 4790* ≥ 40 8K bronchitis
7 476** 3* 7K bronchitis
8 476** 3* 9K pneumonia
9 476** 3* 10K stomach cancer

Table 4. A 3-diverse version of Table 3

This leakage of sensitive information occurs because
while ℓ-diversity requirement ensures “diversity” of sensi-
tive values in each group, it does not take into account the
semantical closeness of these values.

Summary In short, distributions that have the same level
of diversity may provide very different levels of privacy, be-
cause there are semantic relationships among the attribute
values, because different values have very different levels
of sensitivity, and because privacy is also affected by the
relationship with the overall distribution.

4. t-Closeness: A New Privacy Measure

Intuitively, privacy is measured by the information gain
of an observer. Before seeing the released table, the ob-
server has some prior belief about the sensitive attribute
value of an individual. After seeing the released table, the
observer has a posterior belief. Information gain can be rep-
resented as the difference between the posterior belief and
the prior belief. The novelty of our approach is that we
separate the information gain into two parts: that about the
whole population in the released data and that about specific
individuals.

To motivate our approach, let us perform the following
thought experiment: First an observer has some prior be-
lief B0 about an individual’s sensitive attribute. Then, in a

hypothetical step, the observer is given a completely gen-
eralized version of the data table where all attributes in a
quasi-identifier are removed (or, equivalently, generalized
to the most general values). The observer’s belief is influ-
enced by Q, the distribution of the sensitive attribute value
in the whole table, and changes to B1. Finally, the observer
is given the released table. By knowing the quasi-identifier
values of the individual, the observer is able to identify the
equivalence class that the individual’s record is in, and learn
the distribution P of sensitive attribute values in this class.
The observer’s belief changes to B2.

The ℓ-diversity requirement is motivated by limiting the
difference between B0 and B2 (although it does so only in-
directly, by requiring that P has a level of diversity). We
choose to limit the difference between B1 and B2. In other
words, we assume that Q, the distribution of the sensitive
attribute in the overall population in the table, is public in-
formation. We do not limit the observer’s information gain
about the population as a whole, but limit the extent to
which the observer can learn additional information about
specific individuals.

To justify our assumption that Q should be treated as
public information, we observe that with generalizations,
the most one can do is to generalize all quasi-identifier at-
tributes to the most general value. Thus as long as a ver-
sion of the data is to be released, a distribution Q will be
released.1 We also argue that if one wants to release the
table at all, one intends to release the distribution Q and
this distribution is what makes data in this table useful. In
other words, one wants Q to be public information. A large
change from B0 to B1 means that the data table contains
a lot of new information, e.g., the new data table corrects
some widely held belief that was wrong. In some sense, the
larger the difference between B0 and B1 is, the more valu-
able the data is. Since the knowledge gain between B0 and
B1 is about the whole population, we do not limit this gain.

We limit the gain from B1 to B2 by limiting the distance
between P and Q. Intuitively, if P = Q, then B1 and B2

should be the same. If P and Q are close, then B1 and B2

should be close as well, even if B0 may be very different
from both B1 and B2.

Definition 2 (The t-closeness Principle:) An equivalence
class is said to have t-closeness if the distance between the
distribution of a sensitive attribute in this class and the dis-
tribution of the attribute in the whole table is no more than
a threshold t. A table is said to have t-closeness if all equiv-
alence classes have t-closeness.

1Note that even with suppression, a distribution will still be released.
This distribution may be slightly different from the distribution with no
record suppressed; however, from our point of view, we only need to con-
sider the released distribution and the distance of it from the ones in the
equivalence classes.
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necessary in devising the application of an individual technique to the specific situation 
and in applying a combination of those techniques as a way to enhance the robustness of 
the outcome.  

The table below provides an overview of the strengths and weakness of the techniques 
considered in terms of the three basic requirements:  
 
 Is Singling out 

still a risk? 
Is Linkability 

still a risk? 
Is Inference still a 

risk? 
Pseudonymisation Yes Yes Yes 
Noise addition Yes May not May not 
Substitution Yes Yes May not 
Aggregation or K-anonymity No Yes Yes 
L-diversity No Yes May not 
Differential privacy May not May not May not 
Hashing/Tokenization Yes Yes May not 

Table 6. Strengths and Weaknesses of the Techniques Considered  

- The optimal solution should be decided on a case-by-case basis. A solution (i.e. a 
complete anonymisation process) meeting the three criteria would be robust against 
identification performed by the most likely and reasonable means the data controller or 
any third party may employ.  

- Whenever a proposal does not meet one of the criteria, a thorough evaluation of the 
identification risks should be performed. This evaluation should be provided to the 
authority if national law requires that the authority shall assess or authorise the 
anonymisation process. 

To reduce the identification risks, the following good practices should be taken into 
consideration: 

Good anonymisation practices  

In general: 
- Do not rely on the “release and forget” approach. Given the residual risk of identification, 

data controllers should: 
o 1. Identify new risks and re-evaluate the residual risk(s) regularly,  

o 2. Assess whether the controls for identified risks suffice and adjust accordingly; 
AND 

o 3. Monitor and control the risks. 

- As part of such residual risks, take into account the identification potential of the non-
anonymised portion of a dataset (if any), especially when combined with the anonymised 
portion, plus of possible correlations between attributes (e.g. between geographical 
location and wealth level data). 

  

• 
	

•  	
•  PseudonymisaYon	
•  K-anonymity	
•  L-diversity	
•  DifferenYal	privacy	
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Page	10:	A	specific	pi@all	is	to	consider	pseudonymised	data	is	to	be	equivalent	
																to	anonymized	data.
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necessary in devising the application of an individual technique to the specific situation 
and in applying a combination of those techniques as a way to enhance the robustness of 
the outcome.  

The table below provides an overview of the strengths and weakness of the techniques 
considered in terms of the three basic requirements:  
 
 Is Singling out 

still a risk? 
Is Linkability 

still a risk? 
Is Inference still a 

risk? 
Pseudonymisation Yes Yes Yes 
Noise addition Yes May not May not 
Substitution Yes Yes May not 
Aggregation or K-anonymity No Yes Yes 
L-diversity No Yes May not 
Differential privacy May not May not May not 
Hashing/Tokenization Yes Yes May not 

Table 6. Strengths and Weaknesses of the Techniques Considered  

- The optimal solution should be decided on a case-by-case basis. A solution (i.e. a 
complete anonymisation process) meeting the three criteria would be robust against 
identification performed by the most likely and reasonable means the data controller or 
any third party may employ.  

- Whenever a proposal does not meet one of the criteria, a thorough evaluation of the 
identification risks should be performed. This evaluation should be provided to the 
authority if national law requires that the authority shall assess or authorise the 
anonymisation process. 

To reduce the identification risks, the following good practices should be taken into 
consideration: 

Good anonymisation practices  

In general: 
- Do not rely on the “release and forget” approach. Given the residual risk of identification, 

data controllers should: 
o 1. Identify new risks and re-evaluate the residual risk(s) regularly,  

o 2. Assess whether the controls for identified risks suffice and adjust accordingly; 
AND 

o 3. Monitor and control the risks. 

- As part of such residual risks, take into account the identification potential of the non-
anonymised portion of a dataset (if any), especially when combined with the anonymised 
portion, plus of possible correlations between attributes (e.g. between geographical 
location and wealth level data). 
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